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consumption

PROTOTYPE BUILT IN 2013
● 1,830 sqf
● $217,770
● $119 / sqf
● 2.88 kwh/sqf/y

Standard construction
Foundations............................$21,400
Carpentry...............................$47,500
Facades..................................$15,000
Insulation.................................$16,000
Roofing....................................$23,000
D&W, stairs, plaster................$31,000
Plumbing & Electricity.............$28,000
Engineer....................................$7,500
Architect..................................$10,000
Licence......................................$4,000
Communication & sells.............$5,370
Broadleaf forest......................$3,000
Rain forest...............................$6,000

High standard construction
+ Production of energy............$25,000
+ Water saving..........................$8,200
+ Green heat...........................$10,000
+ Engineer.................................$5,000
+ Architect.................................$5,000
+ Communication & sells..........$5,000
+ Broadleaf forest...................$3,000
+ Rain forest..........................$12,000

$159/sqf

CARPENTRY
     Labor & logistic..................$25,460
     641.34 cf of douglas.............$5,983
     362.55 cf of oak................$16,057

BROAD LEAF FOREST
 Forest owner & lumberman............$11,029

     Sawmill (3 days labor)......................$8,028
     + Sustainable program.....................$3,000

RAIN FOREST
 Forest owner..............................$6,000

     + Sustainable program.............$12,000

Accordingly to the standard of the house,
we can create between $5,514 & $7,014
revenue per hectare and per year.

It takes 2 hectares of broad leaf forest to
get 362,55 cf of oak each year.

Accordingly to the standard of the house,
we can save between 5.89 and 17.67
hectares of rain forest.

If, instead of oak, we would have used an
other local specie, we would have still be
able to create a fund for the broad leaf
and for the rain forest.

Timber & industrial wood are 2/3 of the tree. The last 1/3 is for biomass.
Timber = 362.55 cf = 10.26 m3 = 7695 kg
Industrial wood = 362.55 cf (exports)
Biomass = 7695 kg

“California has biomass power plants that consume 1 ton of
woody biomass per hour for each MWh produced”

Source : http://ucanr.edu/sites/WoodyBiomass/files/79012.pdf

One house would only produce 7 hours 40 minutes and 30
seconds of energy, but the forestry would have maintained a save
economy with a price of wood that is fair for the forest owners, the
lumbermen, the sawmills and the investors.

BIOMASS FROM THE FORESTSTIRLING ENGINE
Instead of using woody biomass, we would
have used a stirling engine working with
the methane generated from the waste of
the house, we would have produced
216,000 kwh/year. That is he consumption
of 32 houses. The woody biomass can be
transformed into methane.

On landonfarm.com, 121 hectares of forest are sold $799,999. That is $6,611/hectare. Initial
investment would be paid after 14.38 months with $5,514 revenue per hectare each year.
14.39% of the US construction market (185,509 houses) would save each year the entire
rain forest *. It would protect 371,018 hectares of broad leaf forest with a minimum
revenue of $5,514 / year. This is only 0.12% of the US forest, something accessible.

The rain forest is the only home they have

0% energy
100% of the rain forest saved

* Accordingly to the NGO Cool Earth,
$206 can save ½ acre of rain forest.
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